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ABSTRACT
With the use of data warehousing and online analytical processing
(OLAP) for decision support applications new security issues
arise. The goal of this paper is to introduce an OLAP security
design methodology, pointing out fields that require further re-
search work. We present possible access control requirements
categorized by their complexity. OLAP security mechanisms and
their implementations in commercial systems are presented and
checked for their suitability to address the requirements.

Traditionally data warehouses were queried by high level users
(executive management, business analysts) only. As the range of
potential users with data warehouseaccess is steadily growing,
this assumption is no longer appropriate and the necessity of
proper access control mechanisms arises. However, a data ware-
house is primarily built as an open system. Especially exploratory
OLAP analysis requires this open nature; security controls may
hinder the analytical discovery process.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The relevance of data warehouses and online analytical processing
(OLAP) for an organization’s decision support system has rapidly
grown over the past few years. At the same time a quite good
sensitivity for information security and privacy has evolved.
However, not many approaches have been made to bring these
two fields together. Data warehouses by their very nature create a

security conflict [8]. On the one hand, the goal is to make all nec-
essary data accessible as easy as possible. On the other hand, this
data is usually very valuable and sensitive. The concept of secu-
rity is very broad (covering ethical and social issues, moral issues,
privacy and legal issues as well). In this paper we focus mainly on
the technical issues laying an accent on authorization and access
control.

We explore these security issues in the context of the GOAL pro-
ject which aims at studying the integration of geographical infor-
mation systems (GIS) and data warehouse technology. In this
project we are responsible for data integrity and security. Two
pilot applications (A1 and A2) have been defined for the project.
Application A1 is concerned about visitor admissions to the cas-
tles and other monuments in Southern Bohemia, Czech Republic.
Application A2 deals with the drinking water distribution and
consumption in the Western Bohemian region close to the city
Sokolov, CZ. Throughout this paper we use application A1 as a
case study. It turns out to be quite suitable for discussing security
questions. The castle management is organized in a hierarchical
way. All but two of the castles are managed by a regional institute,
but still keep a certain degree of independence. They are only
willing to provide their data for integration in a central data ware-
house if they trust the installed security measures. Different user
groups with only restrictedaccess to the data warehouse have
been defined. However, the developed concepts should be appli-
cable for most other OLAP applications as well.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: the remainder of
section 1 presents general data warehouse security issues and
identifies OLAP access control as our core topic. The necessity of
OLAP security design is motivated and a methodology is intro-
duced. We present possible access control requirements catego-
rized by their complexity in section 2. Section 3 deals with OLAP
security mechanisms and their problems on a vendor independent
conceptual level. In section 4 we present and compare the imple-
mentations in different commercial systems. Finally, section 5
concludes the paper and sketches the path of our future research
work. Details on the data model of GOAL application A1 (our
scenario) can be found in the appendix.

1.1 General Security Considerations
Obviously a lot of communication takes place in a data warehouse
system, creating the need for proper communication security
measures. The data load process (transferring the source data from
operational databases to the data warehouse) defines new re-
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quirements for a network infrastructure. Independent (possibly
distributed) source databases have to be consolidated over a net-
work. As the data may be highly sensitive it is essential to protect
it from eavesdropping and similar secrecy threats. For the com-
munication between the front-end applications and the OLAP
server (or the data warehouse in 2-tier environments) usually a
client/server connection will be utilized, possibly to remote sites.
Even though the information on this channel is most likely aggre-
gated and less complete, it may be highly security critical. The use
of the Internet or other possibly insecure networks for the above
mentioned connections makes suitable security measures neces-
sary. As only some tools support encrypted communication on
application level, virtual private network (VPN) technology might
be appropriate.

Authentication and audit are other security measures that have to
be installed in a data warehouse environment. A clear proof of a
user’s identity is needed in order to apply appropriate security
restrictions and to avoid access by unauthorized users. Corre-
sponding user identification and authentication mechanisms check
the authenticity of the pretended identity, either inside the front-
end tools, or by making use of authentication mechanisms pro-
vided by modern operating systems or tools allowing a “single
sign-on” strategy. The essential decision for auditing in data
warehouses is to put it in the right place in the architecture. Using
only the auditing capabilities of an underlying (relational) DBMS
holding the data warehouse will not satisfy the needs, as logging
the access to tables of the star/snowflake schema (or similar ob-
jects) will not expose the actual multidimensional queries per-
formed (especially in MOLAP based systems). The conclusion is
that auditing should also be performed on the multidimensional
level of an OLAP engine (i.e. at the same level where authoriza-
tion semantics are defined).

1.2 Access Control
Access control on the back-end side involves controlling the ac-
cess to the data warehouse and the source databases by the ex-
tract/transform/load processes and the access to these procedures
(invoking as well as administration). In [5] a role-based authoriza-
tion model for the administrative processes in a data warehouse is
presented identifying two categories of roles.Developerswrite the
extraction, integration and transformation scripts. They need ac-
cess primarily to metadata, not to the data itself.Operations per-
sonnel invoke the corresponding processes. They do not need
permissions to access the data directly, just to run the trusted pro-
grams. However, when problems arise, developers and operations
personnel might need additionalaccess to some data, e.g. to de-
cide about data cleaning strategies or to fix failures. One might
grant additional permissions, if it is made sure that the use of such
permissions is extensively monitored by auditing.

On the front-end side more novel access control issues arise. Tra-
ditionally data warehouses were queried by high level users (ex-
ecutive management, business analysts) only, which was used as
an excuse for OLAP vendors not to provide support for fine
grained access control. This assumption is, however, no longer
appropriate. The range of potential users of analysis tools query-
ing a data warehouse is steadily growing, up to customers and
partners, or castle visitors in GOAL. Protecting the sensitive data
from unauthorized access more and more becomes an issue, which
leads to the necessity of proper access control policies for end-

user access to the data warehouse. Not every user should be able
to access all data.

Front-end applications include static reporting (running and creat-
ing/modifying reports), OLAP, and data mining/KDD. Instatic
reporting applications, where users only use predefined static
queries, access control can be defined on a per report basis. On
the other hand it is very difficult to apply security todata mining.
Data mining is aimed at finding new patterns in the data; the re-
sult (and thus its sensitivity) is not known beforehand. However,
some policies (such as partitioning the data warehouse) can be
implemented using a data mart-like technology. The major front-
end tools for data warehouses areOLAP applications, providing
interactive ad-hoc analysis of multidimensionally structured data.
A data warehouse is primarily built as an open system. The goal is
to make all necessary data accessible as easy as possible. Espe-
cially exploratory OLAP analysis requires this open nature; secu-
rity controls may hinder the analytical discovery process.

We have identified communication security, user identification
and authentication, auditing, and access control as important secu-
rity issues. As we focus on access control in (ad-hoc) OLAP ap-
plications we will use the term OLAP security in this narrow
meaning throughout the rest of this paper.

1.3 OLAP Security Design
Deriving the access control policies from the operational data
sources is very difficult although some research efforts are made
in this area [16]. Data from different systems (with different poli-
cies) will be consolidated. Also, the users of the operational sys-
tems are not the same as the users of the data warehouse. How-
ever, the main problem is, that the relational model is predominate
in operational systems while OLAP systems make use of the non-
traditional multidimensional model. Access control schemes do
not map easily. Protection is not defined in terms of tables, but
dimensions, hierarchical paths, granularity levels. The need for
proper OLAP security design arises.

We already mentioned that the design of OLAP access restrictions
has to be performed with care, as they might hinder the analysis or
even produce wrong results. Additionally the tools’ security capa-
bilities are highly proprietary and the syntax of their security con-
straints is not feasible for design and documentation of the access
restrictions. In order to approach the topic from the application
side, the classical database design methodology (requirement
analysis, conceptual, logical, and physical design) should be ap-
plied to OLAP security as well. Figure 1 is adapted from [1] who
suggest a similar model for regular database security. The impor-
tant difference, however, is the multidimensional conceptual data
model and the OLAP security mechanisms that significantly differ
from the capabilities of relational database management systems.
The phases marked bold in the diagram will be (to some degree)
covered in this paper, the design phases themselves are subject to
our future work (see also our conclusion in section 5).

A multiphase methodological approach allows security policies to
be separated from security mechanisms. This separation yields
advantages such as [1]:

− The capability of defining access control rules and reasoning
about them independently of their implementation (with no
burdens about implementation details)
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− The possibility to compare different access control policies, or
different mechanisms for the same policy. This is especially
useful in the heterogeneous world of OLAP tools.

− The capability of designing mechanisms supporting different
policies. This advantage becomes a strong need when policies
change as a consequence of changes in the organization.

2. OLAP SECURITY REQUIREMENTS
AND POLICIES
Different applications lead to very different requirements (i.e.
possible policies) for OLAP access control. The result of the re-
quirements analysis is high-level guidelines that can be translated
in a rule format, suitable for formalization and subsequent design
phases [1]. However, a proper foundation for multidimensional
conceptual security modeling is not available. In this paper we
thus use plain English to describe possible requirements. These
requirements will be formalized in future by defining more for-
malized a security constraint language (SCL).

Figure 2 defines basic and advanced access control requirements1

which will be discussed in the following giving examples for pos-
sible access rules based on user groups that have been identified
in GOAL [10] (for details on the data model see the appendix).

2.1 Basic Requirements
Hiding whole cubes is a very straightforward requirement. In the
context of GOAL a corresponding access rule might specify that
certain users can only view data from theServicescube and not
from thePeoplecube.

If a certain dimension mirrors the structure of the users (e.g. ob-
ject managers exist for each object represented in theGeography
dimension), it might be necessary to hide certain slices of a cube.

1 The wording in the diagram (“Hide ...”) implies the explicit
definition of prohibitions rather than permissions. However, the
same concepts are applicable for positive authorization.

Hiding certain measures similar to hiding slices. In fact, there is
no conceptual difference if the set of measures is interpreted as a
flat dimension. An example from GOAL would be a user group
who can just see theCountmeasure of theServicescube.

Detail data is often considered more sensitive than summarized
data. It thus might be necessary to restrict access to data below a
particular dimension detail level (i.e. hiding levels of detail). This
can range from only the leaf level to hiding an entire dimension
(in which case the user will only be able to query aggregates over
all members of that dimension). Consider as an example an access
control policy where data may not be accessed on finer granularity
thanMonthon theTimedimension.

2.2 Advanced Requirements
If detail data is considered particularly sensitive as mentioned
above, and additionally users are responsible for certain members
of a dimension (i.e. cube slices), this leads to policies where it is
necessary to hide levels of detail in certain slices of a cube. Con-
sider the following access control policy for object managers: “An
object manager can get any information concerning his object,
only restricted data for other objects.”

When designing such policies it makes a substantial difference
whether the dimension on which the slice is defined and the di-
mension whose detail levels are to be hidden are identical or not
(see section 3). For example, if theTour detail level will be hid-
den for specific objects, only one dimension is involved. As an
example for hiding levels of detail in certain slices of a different
dimension, assume an object manager that is allowed to view
daily data for his own object, but only monthly data for the others.

In dynamic or data driven policies access rules are not defined on
certain structure elements of the multidimensional data model.
Access permissions depend on the data itself (i.e. dimension
member properties or fact measures). An example is a user group
that can access objects with more than 5,000 visitors per month
only (say, these objects are considered to be of public interest). As
this can change with every data load, we call the policy dynamic.

Figure 1. OLAP security design methodology
(adapted from [1])

Figure 2. Different OLAP access control requirements
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2.3 Inference Control
OLAP systems are particularly subject to inference problems as
they rely on summary or aggregate data. Due to the access on such
aggregate data, smart (so called tracker) queries might reveal data
that is not accessible directly.

Information inference has already been identified in statistical
database security research. The traditional problem was to protect
data on individuals while aggregate queries are allowed. A similar
problem arises in OLAP through parallel classifications [18,20].
In practice dimensions are not as orthogonal as in theory. If a
certain detail level is hidden, but a parallel classification exists
through other (unrestricted) dimensions, the hidden detail values
can possibly be revealed by a single authorized query. An ap-
proach to address suchsingle-query inferencesis to deny queries
involving less than a certain number of records (query-set size
control [1], also calledsmallness indicatorby [20]). However, it
has been shown that a combination of allowed (aggregate) tracker
queries can be used to infer hidden detail data [1,4]. Suchmulti-
query inferencesare a lot harder to address.

Further research in this area might be worthwhile, even though the
required efforts are probably not feasibly for most “real life” pro-
jects. [20] present an indicator based approach to address single-
query inference. However, it does not provide a means against
trackers that intelligently combine multiple queries. One interest-
ing approach is the use of data mining tools to detect potential
inference problems in the query audit logs [22].

3. OLAP SECURITY MECHANISMS
In general the requirement analysis and conceptual security design
phases should focus on semantic aspects without yet considering
implementation details. However, in order to develop a useful
design methodology, it is necessary to keep the capabilities of
concrete systems in mind. In this section we present OLAP secu-
rity mechanisms on a vendor independent level. The next section
(shortly) covers concrete implementations in commercial systems.

Security mechanisms in general provide means to define which
security subjects (users, groups, roles) may or may not access
certain security objects (i.e. sensitive data) applying a particular
access type (usually read access in OLAP), see also [6]. The clo-
sure assumption specifies whether everything is forbidden unless
explicitly allowed (closed world) or vice versa (open world). Due
to the usually high-level users of OLAP applications an open
world policy might be appropriate. In fact all evaluated commer-
cial systems (see section 4) follow an open world policy. Another
aspect is the applicability of theownershipprinciple. If security
objects are owned by security subjects, this leads to a decentral-
ized policy. As the “owners” of warehouse data should be the
owners of the corresponding operational data, this would require a
means of deriving the access control policies from the operational
data sources. However, as mentioned before, it is hard to decide
about the ownership of aggregated data from different
sources/owners. A (centralized) administrator based policy is the
alternative.

3.1 Security Enforcing Architecture Compo-
nent
One way to categorize the different security mechanisms is by the
architecture component used to enforce it. Candidates are:

− The relational DBMSholding the data warehouse (usually a
star/snowflake schema in ROLAP or mixed environments).
Access control is applied by creating multiple physical data-
bases (data marts) or by using SQL views. Access restrictions
expressed in the multi-dimensional model have to be translated
to the relational model.

− The OLAP server, if available. This should be the preferred
approach as the multidimensional model is used and the cli-
ent/server environment provides the necessary protection
against bypassing the security mechanism.

− The front-endapplication. The multidimensional model is used
to express the restrictions, but preventing unauthorized access
by bypassing the system might be difficult. While the last two
approaches only provide an implicit limitation of the analysis
tool (certain data is not provided by the OLAP server or
DBMS), this approach can be extended to explicitly limiting
the user interface [7,11]. Import/export functions or certain
visualization components can be disabled for certain users.

However, the available possibilities depend on the deployed
architecture. Obviously an OLAP server based security solution
cannot be used in a 2-tier fat-client ROLAP environment and the
use of SQL views on the relational data warehouse level is not
suitable for MOLAP systems.

3.2 General Approach
Another way to classify the available security mechanisms is to
distinguish view and rule based approaches.

Viewsare declaratively defined subsets of the entire system. The
analysis tool is restricted to authorized queries by limiting the
navigation capabilities (hiding structural metadata elements or
dimension members). The idea is to hide the existence of sensitive
data and not only the data itself. Different users (or user
groups/roles) see different cubes which are all built from the same
source data. The concept is transparent for the end user as no
queries are denied. However, this transparency is also a danger as
missing data might falsify trends and analysis results.

Views can be created using SQL views on the star/snowflake
schema or multidimensional views on the OLAP engine level if
supported. Although the requirements are actually expressed in
multidimensional terms (see above), a common notation for views
on this level is not available. In the relational world views are
expressed as results of relational queries. However, this approach
cannot be directly translated into the multidimensional world. A
SQL query on a relation results in a relation itself, but a multidi-
mensional query performed on a hypercube does not necessarily
result in a hypercube. Additionally there is no common query
language (although first approaches are made, such as Microsoft’s
MDX).

A rule based approach does not present (structurally) different
cubes to the users. All users know of the existence of the entire
cube (with all dimensions and measures), they are only not al-
lowed to view all of it. Access rules (usually in form of Boolean
expressions) define what a user may see and what he may not see.
These rule expressions can, however, become very complex and
hard to maintain (see section 4).

In rule based authorization systems OLAP reports might be de-
nied or include blank cells. Certain complex policies can only be
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expressed using rule based approaches with cell-level granularity.
To inform the user about falsified results, cells that have been left
blank for security reasons are usually explicitly marked (e.g. with
“N/A”).

As both (view and rule) approaches have their advantages a com-
bination of both concepts is desirable. Suchhybrid approaches
allow to specify complex (cell-level) rule constraints as well as
view definitions to filter metadata elements and dimension mem-
bers in order to provide a certain degree of end-user transparency.

3.3 Problems Related to Hiding Information
in Cubes
The multidimensional nature of OLAP data and the extensive use
of aggregation arises several problems when hiding information in
cubes. If certain cube slices are hidden, e.g. if certain objects are
hidden from a region manager’s view, the data on aRegionlevel
will either be falsified (if only visible objects are included), or, if
it is unmodified, tracker queries to infer hidden data might be-
come possible. These courser granularity levels should thus also
be hidden, i.e. the top hierarchy level (“All”) will have a new
semantic.

Hiding levels of detail in certain slices of the same dimension
(e.g. hiding theTour level only for certain objects) creates facts
with different base granularities (see figure 3). This is sometimes
referred to as a frayed dimension; many OLAP systems do not
support this. However, “fake” dimension members (shown gray in
the figure) might be usable, replacing the hidden dimension mem-
bers, e.g. the individual tours of a certain object, with a single one
representing their aggregate. In ROLAP this can be accomplished
by means of (quite complex) SQL views.

Complex security requirements, such as hiding levels of detail in
certain slices of a different dimension, have been presented. These
can only implemented using rule-based approaches and will pos-
sibly result in denied or partially performed queries (including
blank or “N/A” cells). If partial execution is used, the semantic of
the totals in such reports is unclear, as it is not defined whether
the hidden cells are included or not.

For example, say, a regional manager with access to daily data for
his object but only to monthly data for the others starts with a
query on ticket sales by month and object for all castles. This
query is allowed and fully performed. He then issues a drill-down
operation on theTimedimension to daily data. If the query is not
denied, the results will be incomplete (daily data for some objects
is not accessible). But what about the totals in the report? They

can either remain unchanged and reflect the “real” totals (i.e. over
all objects), which leaves the report in an inconsistent state. Or
they can be the sums over the actually displayed values, which
means that the sums have changed from one query to the other
even though the queried domain (namely all objects) has remained
the same. In fact, both approaches can be found in today’s com-
mercial systems (sometimes the result even depends on the syntac-
tical formulation of the query).

4. IMPLEMENTATION IN COMMERCIAL
SYSTEMS
In this section we present the access control capabilities of some
commercial OLAP systems and present the use of SQL views in
ROLAP. Due to space limitations we can only give a short over-
view at this point. For a summarized security feature comparison
of the evaluated products and their capabilities to implement the
requirements identified in section 2, see table 1.

4.1 ROLAP Based Tools (SQL Views)
In projects with ROLAP based tools relational views are used if
the product does not support sufficient access control on OLAP
server level. The use of SQL views is similar to building depend-
ent data marts of a data warehouse. However, SQL views on the
relational data warehouse level can become very complex and
hard to maintain. Another problem arises when precalculated
(materialized) aggregates exist. These have to be filtered corre-
spondingly. Additional mechanisms have to be applied for meta-
data filtering in order to hide certain structure elements.

Basic requirements can usually be implemented easily with rela-
tional views. Measures can be hidden by applying vertical filter-
ing (hiding of columns) on the fact table. In order to hide cube
slices horizontal filtering has to be applied to the fact and/or di-
mension tables. Depending on the architecture filtering only the
dimension tables may be sufficient as it limits the queries possible
through the analysis tool. In practice extra ACL (access control
list) columns in these tables can be used to simplify the view
maintenance [11].

Complex policies are more challenging. Hiding levels of detail in
certain slices of the same dimension creates facts with different
base granularities. However, not all systems support fact table
partitions (that could be simulated by views) at different
granularities. Alternatively, a “fake” dimension member (see
above) can be used. More complex policies are possible, but dan-
gerous as filtering out the corresponding facts might lead to falsi-

Figure 3. Frayed dimension due to member filtering
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fied analysis results. No explicit denial of queries or “N/A” mark-
ing of cells can be accomplished.

4.2 Microsoft SQL Server (OLAP/Analysis
Services)
The security model for the first release of Microsoft OLAP Ser-
vices (bundled with SQL Server 7.0) was, for the most part, ex-
tremely simple [21]. Only two scopes for access control (server
and cube level) were available. In the service pack 1 (SP1) release
cell-level securitywas introduced, providing a finer degree of
control [12]. Using cell-level security, users can be granted or
denied permission to access data down to individual cells within a

cube. Cell-level security is a rule based approach. The restrictions
are defined by access rules using MDX Boolean expressions.
Even complex constraints can be expressed with cell-level secu-
rity rules. However, queries are explicitly denied or the returned
facts are filtered (partial execution with blank or “N/A” cells).

SQL Server 2000 enhances the security model of OLAP Services
(now called Analysis Services) to include, in addition to cell-level
security, adimension securityfeature that allows metadata and
dimension member filtering to provide end-user transparency.
With dimension security measures, hierarchy levels, and dimen-
sion members (i.e. slices) can be hidden.

Table 1. Security feature comparison of the evaluated products

Product
ROLAP based

products

Microsoft
SQL Server

2000

MicroStrategy
7

Cognos
PowerPlay

Oracle
Express

Evaluated release N/A 8.0 BETA 7.0 BETA 6.0 6.2

Supported security feature(s) SQL views
Cell-level and

dimension
security

Access control
list and

security filters

User class and
dimension

views

Permission
programs

Security enforcing architecture com-
ponent

DBMS
OLAP server

or OLAP front-
end

OLAP server
or OLAP front-

end

OLAP front-
end

OLAP server

General approach View Hybrid3 View View Rule

Security policy Closed world Open world Open world Open world Open world

In
fo

Security administration Ownership Administrator Ownership Administrator Administrator

Hide whole cubes � � � � �

Hide certain measures � � � � �
3

Hide slices of a cube � � � � �
3

Hide levels of detail � � � � �
3

Hide levels of detail in certain slices
of same dimension

�
4

� �
6

� �

Hide certain measures in certain slices �
5

� �
6 – �

Hide complex slices (dices) of a cube �
5

� �
5 – �

Hide levels of detail in certain slices
of a different dimension

�
5,7

� � – �

Dynamic/data driven constraints �
5,8

�
8

�
5,8 – �

8

R
eq

ui
re

m
en

ts

Inference control – – – – –

2 Microsoft combines cell-level security as a rule based authorization mechanism with view limiting dimension security.
3 As a purely rule based approach, permission programs just hide the data (facts) and not their existence, even for basic requirements.
4 SQL views may become very complex and their maintenance may become an issue.
5 No explicit denial of queries (or “N/A” marking of cells) can be accomplished. Thus, complex fact filtering is dangerous as it might fal-

sify analysis results.
6 Only by means of a SQL view layer.
7 Only possible, if the system supports multiple fact table partitions at different granularities.
8 If a direct implementation is not possible, some dynamic constraints can be converted to static ones, which, however, have to be main-

tained appropriately.
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4.3 MicroStrategy 7
MicroStrategy 7 provides two means of access control [13]. First,
an access control listis maintained for all metadata objects, in-
cluding attributes (i.e. dimension hierarchy levels) and metrics
(measures), but also filters, templates and predefined reports. The
owner or an administrator decides who may access the object. For
example, if a user is not granted read access to a certain dimen-
sion hierarchy level, he will not be able to build reports on that
granularity level, or drill to that level from an existing report.
However, if someone with access to that level creates such a re-
port and grants another user access to it, he will be able to run it.

The second way to control the data access in MicroStrategy 7 is
by so calledsecurity filters. These prevent users from seeing cer-
tain data in the database. A filter is a construct that basically
represents the slicing of an OLAP query. Filters can be based on
attribute (dimension) members or metrics (measures). Security
filters result in implicit WHERE clauses in the generated SQL
code (MicroStrategy 7 is a relational OLAP tool). If certain com-
plex filtering rules cannot be accomplished by security filters, a
SQL view layer can be additionally put in place (compare section
4.1).

4.4 Cognos PowerPlay
In Cognos PowerPlay [3] security is enforced by the front-end
tool using secure (possibly encrypted) authorization files. Access
control is defined on category (Cognos terminology for dimension
member), measure, or dimension level, using a multidimensional
view approach. It is implemented either by creating multiple
cubes usingdimension viewsand distributing the cubes to the
different user groups, or by defininguser class viewson shared
cubes.

Cognos PowerPlay is very flexible in hiding categories of a single
dimension. However, it is not possible to define complex con-
straints involving multiple dimensions. Such restrictions must be
implemented by populating multiple cubes with different data
subsets (like data marts).

4.5 Oracle Express
In Oracle Express access to a database is controlled by using da-
tabasepermission programs[14], providing a rule based ap-
proach. In each database, permission programs can be created as
user-defined Boolean functions. When a database is opened, Ora-
cle Express runs the corresponding permission program. Within
the database permission programs, PERMIT commands are used
to establish access conditions for objects in the database. The
conditions for granting permission on a database object consist of
one or more Boolean expressions.

Dimension members on different granularity levels are treated
independently (data is held redundantly, precalculating all aggre-
gates). Thus, Oracle Express is very flexible in specifying even
complex constraints. On the other hand, as permission programs
provide only (fact) data filtering, leaving the dimension members
and metadata unchanged, it is not possible to hide the existence of
sensitive data (end-user transparency).

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we have first given an overview of data warehouse
and OLAP security. Due to the fact that the range of possible
users accessing a data warehouse via OLAP applications is stead-

ily growing, the necessity of proper access control mechanisms is
crucial in order to ensure the confidentiality of the sensitive data.

We have introduced an OLAP security design methodology and
identified different access control requirements. Today’s commer-
cial systems provide some mechanisms to cope with these re-
quirements. However, the approaches are highly proprietary.
There is no proper foundation for access control in the multidi-
mensional world.

In our future work, within and beyond the GOAL project, we will
concentrate on modeling the security semantics. As mentioned
before, there is no conceptual layer for OLAP security design. In
order to approach the issue from the application side we will fol-
low a methodology that was already proposed by [15]:

− Carefully define the security semantics by refining the pre-
sented requirements

− Outline a security constraint language (SCL) for expressing
corresponding rules in the (in this case multidimensional) con-
ceptual model

− Provide a graphical notation for the constraints, in this case
based on a multidimensional notation, such as ME/R [17] or
an UML-based approach

The final step will be a tool support to automatically implement
the modeled constraints in a target system.
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APPENDIX. SCENARIO DATA MODEL
This (slightly simplified) version of the data model of GOAL
application A1 is used as a scenario. It turns out to be quite suit-
able to describe the different access control approaches. There are
two separate cubes (Peopleand Services) with different sets of
measures.Peoplefacts store the data containing the visitor admis-
sions to the historical monuments.Servicescontains the data con-
cerning the services consumed by the visitors within a monument
visit. Four dimensions exist in total, two of them (TimeandGeog-
raphy) are shared by both cubes. Facts of thePeoplecube are on a
Tour granularity level, while facts of the Services cube are of less
detail (Objectgranularity level).

Figure 4 shows the conceptual multidimensional data model in
ME/R notation [17] which extends traditional E/R techniques in
order to be able to express dimension hierarchies, etc.

Figure 4. Multidimensional model of the scenario
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